
CHAPI'ER - V 

ECONOl'-iiES . AI.'JD DISECOb.lQMIES 

OF 

THE LICI 

The Life Insurance Corporation of· India uses some. conven

tional' methods to adjudge its performance. The tools of such 

rr.ethod~ are the. performance indicators in the res,Pective area 

of operation. These indicators are ~echnically known as t~e 

critic~l ratios. The critical ratios conventionall:y provide an 

in6ex of the performance of the_ branch o£ the LICI in the res-

pectiv~ areas. 'de shall choose two or three of such incilcators in 

order to exar.~ine the aggregative performance of the LIC branches. 

S.,l Performance in Marketing and sales. 

First of all we shall take •contribution • as the indicator 

of marketing and sa+es activities of the LIC~. The formula for 

arriving at·the iridicator isa 

Contribution a ·(Total Premium Income ) -. (Total 

Management Expenses) 

, By using· the formula we can easily compute the Contribution 
_,:,:, 

of~ LICI in a particular year· by substr acting the management 

expenses from the premium income of that particular year~ From 

Appendix-III it may be seen that the contribution o£ the LICI 

has been increasing consistently over time. In 1971. the magni

tude of contribution was ~ 223.57 crore. in,l98l it increased 
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to the • height of IL. 731. 00 crore . and attained. to the height of 

~. 341~.06 crore in 1990. This implies that the rate of·increase 

in premium incorre is higher than the rate of increase in manage

ment expenses. so, it.mai become indic~tive of return to scale 

of the LICI. 

·It n1ay also be observed from Appendix-III that the rate 

of growth in Contribution was much nore in the late 1980s and 
more particularly from 1985 onward. 'I'he· probable uncerlying 

reasons for sucn galloping growth mit;ht be the outcome of the 

LICi' s :new dimension to its marketing mission and 1-iRD philosophy 

that had been brought un<ier e1.fect from tne early 1380s. 

s. 2 . ~rformance EConomy 

·Now, let us attempt to appraise the cost economy. in 

pe:tfo91di1Ce of the LICI with the help of two critical ratios viz. 

the· Renewal Expense Ratio (RER) and the overall Expense Ratio 

(OER)., These _ratios have been designt:d to examine the performance 

of branch in the.sphere of customer satisfaction and for deter-

mination of an economic level of expenditure. It may be assUined 

' that the performance of -the LIC.I u· a whOle is the c.ggrega·tive · 

performance of its all the branches. we shall deal first with 

the Renewal .EXpense Ratio. The formula for arriving at the ratio ,, 

is 1 
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~otal Management Expenses - (89. 4% of FYP-
RER 7 • .9'f. of SpJ' X 100 

Renewal Premium Income 

0 r, RER = A ~ B x 10 0 c =-D 
X 100 

Or; RER -= Renewal Expenses x 100 
Renewal Prenuum Income 

Here, FYP stands ±or First year Pre.rn.ium~ Sp for Single Premium 

(including consideration for annuities~ 'A' for Total 

.Management Expenses,_ • B1 for (89. 4% of FYP - 7. S".;b of sp) 

and D for Renewal Premium Income. 

Tpe Rell;ewal Premium Income can be had from the difference of Total 

Premium income- and ·First Year Premium Income. That is, Renewal 

Prem. income_,= (Total Prern. Income - First Year Prem. Income). 

;r'hus, the RER- varies with the .. changes in ~_:,remium income 

and total expenses. ~he RERs over time are shown in Fig. s.l 

and fitted with a trend line. During the perioci of 19-74--1990 it 

shows a downward ~end with exceptions in 1975 and 1985. In 1974, 

it was 15. 0"10 but in ·1975, it r_ose to 19.0% for the probable 

reasons of deterioration in law and order situation and declaration 

a£ internal emergency, increase in the stationer.{ and other expenses 

dUe to price-rise 'and announ~ement of 20-Point Progranme which 

cast some financial obligations on the LICI (LICI, 1975). From 
j 

1975 to· 1984_ it shows a _steady do_ ... mward trend. But in 1985 the 

RER increased once again_ due to transition ·in transferring and 
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Fig. 5.1 
Renewal expenl!le Ratio over yeors 
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reallocating wor)ts -and services among the LIC offices at various 

. levei· unde:r decentralisation., modernisation and technological 
. - - - - "·- " .· " 

development programmes . of the corporation., All these t.rorks at · 

their _tr ansi.tion- gave rise to c;ost of services and ·hampered 

·indirectly· and temporarily the-business procuration by the sales 
. " ' ' - - .. - . . 

forc~s~ :rt _can be observed- that· the LICI. has· been performing

busines~ within the_ statutory ·limit of. RER i.e~ -lS".;b. From the 
- . 

3eth anriiversary year of the Corporat:1on 1. e. · from 1986 it has 

been eXperiencing a sharp decline in the RER which t:ame down to 

the ever lowest height ,of 3._04% in -1990. so it inay be s,aid .that 

the LJ;Cl has bl=!en :perfopning business- with significant cost. t- - - ' 

- ' 
. -~· l 

Now. let ·us take another. ratio viz. -the Overall EXpense 

Ratio COER) for probing ~e 'economic level of expenditure of the 

L-J.CI in- ;respect of inana9ement'--~~ses. To compute the ·ratio we 
+ 

ms,y -use· the simple formula as. ·-follows s 

-OER a• - Total i-Iana9ement -EXpenses 
~otal · Prem.t.um :InCome. 

X 100 

'l'he O_E~s over time -haVe ·been shown in Appendix - III. The 

ratio can be·_ had by div.iding,,~: .. total manac;~ement _expenses with 
" "~ . . .- - " .-,.,~----: : ' . . .. 

the total p];etnium income. It may. be ol?se:~ed from the _appendix 
- ' 

that there W~ a decl~irig trend in OER ()Ver the periOd from 1·975 · 

to 1993 and thereafter., an !ricreasing _t~end 'subsisted over the 
. r • , - - • .... 

peiiod from '1984 to l987.- .In rest of the yecu:-s there was no def,i.nite - .~ ' . - -
. - -_·-:: 

·-. -. 

-- r 
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trend but fluctuations. For further elaboration of·our study the 
. -

components of the_-ratio may- be obtained from Tables 3.1 and 3.2. 

The annual management expenses can be had from. T.~le 3. 2 and the 

corresponding premJ.um income from Table 1.1. From Table 3.2. the 

mean value and coefficient of variation of management expens~s 
' 

over time ere found t~ be ~ 319.57 crQre and 83.60 respectively. 

similarly. from Table 3..,.1. the average value and coefficient of 

variatiOn in respect of .. premium income ·over tine can be found to 

·be Bs. 1312._·61 cror~ .an~ 82.64. so, the ratio of the ·two averages. 

which is computed to be 24.35% may give l:JS an_ aggre~ative idea 

of .the economJ.c level of ··management expenses of the LIC.I • .It may 

also be seen from the coefficients of variation that the overall 

·variation in both the scores took place more or- less in the scane 

rate. However. by using Fig. 5.2 we may have-a~more comprehensive 

idea of changes in OERs over time;. It can be visually observed 

from Fig. s.2 that from 1977 to 1984, there was a sharply declining 

trend ana t~reafter a rising trend upto 1990 with some: exceptions 

in 1968 and 1990o These_ re~resent that the . LIC.I. experienced more 

econ<?fi1Y in this %espect (l~ing the. per~ocf from 1977 to-1984 ~ -- .-- -····· --···-··- ---·-.-------·-······--·-·::;..--.--:··_..::--··-------·-···-.--~·-.. - --~ --· . 

less eco~omy···~: tlie' next phase upto J;99Cf~:: The PrObable causes pf 
·- -. 

. . 

increase in"OER to~its maximum level in 1975 might have been those 
. - -~ . --~ . - - . - - ~: ~ ' 

-··~"''-""".:-'-.:. ...... =---··· 

-·m&ntloned· 1n co~eeti_on w.i.tb, RER. ___ sucll as• to rePe-att;}onEe again, . 
.. --·- . ---

the- deter~oration of~ i~ and o:rQ,er -:situation in the coin.ltu and··~ 

declarat~on of internai-emergency. increase in stationery expenses 

. -due to inflated price and the announcement of the 2Q-POint · Prog~·~ 
: ... 

--·=·- ·.=.· ..... ~ . . 

- -~-----·· 
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Fig. 5.2 
Overall Expense Ratio 0'1/er years 

Year 
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by the then .Prime M.inister c.asting ·certain obligation on the 

LICI ·too. All these rr.ight .have caused to the increase in manage-

: .. ent expenses and a comparatively slow growth in business. But 

the almost vertical decline in OER in -1977 rr:ight have been 

irifluenced by the corporation's stricter measures for economy, 

·downward revision in dearness allowance due to fall in price-

index_, and abro~ation to Article 31 Clause (2.) of the Constitution 

relating to bonus applicable to Classes ·III & rv employees (LICI, 

1977 & 1978). The likely causes of the rise in OER from 1984 to 

1987 rr~~ht be the initial expenses incurred in connection with 

upgradation of technology ·and mocernisation works, the severe 

d~ought of 1987 and other concomitant factors affecting the 

LICI's expenses and business. 

In Fig. 5.3 both the RER and OER Trends are compared. 

Apparently6 both the ratios over time sho\"1 a mo~ or less similar 

tendency. When OERs fall, RERs respond in the same way and vice-

versa. But OER is always higher tr<an RER. This is,. because, OER 

represents the ratio of total management ex~~nses to total premium 

income, while RER represents the ratio of renewal expenses to 

renewal premium income. 'I'he total management expenses is much 

higher than the rene!wal expenses. on· the other hand, total· 

premitim income is not very. much higher than the renewal premi.um. 

income. The average of ~he three years" (1971, 1981 & 1990} percen

tages of ·the managerrent expenses to total outgo. may be c:omputed 

from ~ppendix-III to be 33. 7"/o, while the average of the percentages 



Fig. 5.3 
Renewal & O..eroU Expense Ratios 
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of the· renewal exf)enses to total outgo of thos_e corresponding 

years may be computed to be 9.?ro~ &o~ it ~s obvious that management 

expenses are always higher than renewal expenses. Similarly. those 

three years • · average of the ,t:ercentages of first year premium to 

total premium may be calculated to be l7.&~ while the same in 

respect of renewal premium is comt-:utea as 76.7%. so, naturally, 

the RER is lower than OER. Thus, based on these conventional 

expense ratios it seems that the performance of the LICI has been 

satisf_actory. 

5.3 Analysis on scale Economies 

Apart irom the conventional measures discussed in the 

previous section some probing into the economies of scale are 

necessary for regulatory and management decisions. This is, 

perhap~, more so'; in the context of the current trend of restruc

turing'· of the financial sector (Report, i.Vlalhotra Committee, 1394) 

of the Indian economy. Because of its structure, the LICI .as a 

vital component of the financial industry in India provides_ us 

with some relevant source of data for measuring the cost f\mction. 

Since the findings of any analysis are·- in a large measure function 

of the purpose for which the analysis is undertaken, ... it is useful 

- to begin with this section of our study by consider_ing the ques

tions that a study of scale ec·onomies of financ~al institutions 

like the LICI might seek tO answer. -

The questions to which economies of SCale are· usually 

related may be grouped under three he~dings: (Benston, 1972). 
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l . 

(1) Regulatory. 1 Entry, merger, branching and some prices 

in the finance industr.f are regulated., requiring regulators to 

estimate the cost consequences. of their decisions • 

. (2) · Importance to the finance industry: If firms understand 

their costs better, they may be more efficiently manage~ and make 

decisions more ratio~ ally and (3) Economic understanding 1 Knowledge 

of the. relationship between cost and output is basic to micro-

economics, industrial organisations etc. and a study of finance 

indusd:y should provioe ernperic.al est·imates that are relevant to 

theory~ These issues will surface when we situate our query 

regard~ng the economies of scale of the LICI. 

Regulation~ .Entry·, merger and expansion i.p any financial inter-

~edi~y like LICI is normally subject to Government control. By 

law the regulatory agencies (e. g. in the case of LICI, the 

controller o£ Insurance; t·i.inist.ry o:f F insnce stc.) .are char~ed 
I 

with deterrr.inins the structure and composition of the industry 

that best serves t~e public and national need. Estimates of the 

production and cost fUnctions of the fin~!Cial institutions are 

part of · the data .r.equire4, by- the r-egulatory authorities to inple-

rnent rules which are normally som;what vague in nature. If the 

industry is subj~c~, ~ ~.~onC?mies o.f sc:ale, larger institutions 
__ .,. ",...'f·~~-· ' ~ .... ·-

would be more efficient and· cc;;ula provide services at lower cost, 

· ceteris paribus. The regulatory authorities need to know whether 
+ • --

~cono~es or diseco~omies of scale exist, but also whether they 

·. are stable, whett.ter they apply to particular types of services 

etc. and what the magnitudes are. 
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Importance to the .industry: EstLLiates of economies of scale 

would provide a financial institution with information that would 

help them make better decisions. This information is more helpful 

for the financial industry. since the ind.ustry•s cost and output 

aff~ct most ot~er industries and sometimes may affect sone aspect 

of monetary policy (Benston, 1972). 

studies related to cost and economies of scale are useful 

j_t these provide managerr:ent. with data to ·evaluate the _efficiency 

o± their operations and estimate the cost to their institutions 

by expanding, increasing or decreasing specific type of services 

and other portfolio decisions. 

Economic understa.."lcling z ·rhe nature of the cost function an(.l the 

prev'alence of economies of scale are important considerations 

for economic theories. The •cost• recorded by accountant rarely 

·refl~7ct the opportunity cost about \-Thich· economists are more 

concerned. Measurement of this is difficult. Time series studies 

of a particular institution are complicated by changes in factor

prices and.production techniques, joint production, partial 

adjustment of C()§t to change in_· the: _z;ate of_ output,. iilsufficient 

number of obserVat~ons etc. Cross-s~ction studies ~uffer from 

• inconsistent definition of output among units,. differences anong 

units -in accounting cost. Ag_ain,. a sin9le equation may not provic 

arid estimate of a cos~ curve unless· output is exogenously deter

mined and firms minimise-Cost (Benston. l972). 
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Hov1e.ver, financial institutions~ in a. way, offer a better 

opportunit.l to t::sti1nate the cost function, because they normally 

provicie data and conditions that can allow study to meet most of 

the problems outlined above. The LICI, in .our present study, 
. f . . 

records its cost and output IOOre or less uniformly across time. 

However, becauEe of- different time sequence,· we could not utillse 

some recent innovations in pro<iucts. Thus our analysis is· somewhat 
-

limited by ~~ omission .of multi-product' cost considerations. 

Nature and Form o£ the cost Function: Benston (1972) proposes 

a general cost function. for which o~tput and other variables 

rnilst ·be specified a.St 

where., 

C = f ( Q, H, P,. V) 

C =)Operating costs per period (usually a year), 

0 =>rate of output i:er period. 

••• (5.1) 

H ~>output homogeneity variables that account :eor the 

fact t:hat Q is not a homogeneous measure. 

P =)difference· in factor prices, organisational structure, 

nnd management ability .of firms. 

U ~ether unspecified factors •. 

The ·i~sue_ of scale ~c9nqmies of financial intermediaries has a 
- -'i.: .. '"'· --

/ · rich- I:Ustory ,Particular_iy in the field of banking~ The appllca-. 

bility of pro<iuction function ·approach though has gained near 

unanimit.t among -researehers,there persists a difference among 
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them.in respect of· the form-of the cost function, the model 

. specification, measuremant of va~iables and estimation techniques. 

• Early stuclies used to_ estimate scale economies by postula

. ting a linear procuction relationship. but lack of any sound 

theoretical or strong emperica-1. SUf>port for such a relationship 

subsequently in<iuce<i_. researchers to adopt conventional or 

general.iseci Cobb-Dou(.;las production function with exogenous input 

prices: (Benston, 1972) •. In addition -to its emperical advantage it 

provides certain estimation facilities because of the duality it 
' - . 

possesses between cost ana production param€;ters and also because 

of its conve-rtibilit.t in log-linear form. Tne use of Cobb-Douglas 

production function facilitates the estimation of the output 

elasticity of cost. HoweveJ;, there does _not apPear to be any other 

reason, apriori for the assumption of a Cobb-Douglas ·production 

function with-exogenous in~ut prices. It is also incapable of 

_recognising any variation in returns to scale at various production 

:levels. Furthermore, if the assumption of a Cobb-Douglas form is 
. . 

inappropriate as a description o£· the proaucti.on process of 

financial institution,. estimates of- output-el·asticity ma.t be 

.l:;>1p.sed.; Th.i.s led to the use of a ge."'leralised functional form by. 

sorte analysts {Clark, 1984)-. .. 
-~ _..... ' 

The limitations of Cobb-Douglas specification led to a 

number o£ recent stuaies employing a generaiised (translog) cost 

- function -(Hulline·aux,. 1973 & 1983; Beaston,- Ham>~eck & Humphrey, 

1982; Kim, 1.~86) developed-by C~istensen, Jorgenson and Lau 

--, 
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(Christensen, Jor~ensoil & .Lau, 1973) •. 'l'ranscendenta1 logerithmic 

(or translog) function is a very f'lexible form, capable of 

approximating a wi6e variety of functional forms (Johnston, 1985). 

As: an illustration, following Johnston (1985), the production 

function for inaustrial sector of an economy is often specified 
. I 

as a. 

Q =. f (K, L, E, M) · • • .. cs. 2) 

where the inputs distinguished are Capital K; labour L, energy E 

and materials M. Assuming constant returns to scale plus exogenous 

f eetor. prices PK' _PL' PE and· PM' c.nd imposing sytnmetry on the 

secon6~order partial oerivc.tives, give the translog cost function a 
I 

ln c I =·~0 + lri Q -t: CiKin ~ + CiL ln PL +lX-Eln PE 

-·:-· ~ln PM + ~,a~(lnPK)2 + {dKL (lnPKJ (ln pLJ 

__ +~KE (l:n PKJ (ln PEJ .f.~KM(ln PK) (ln. PM) 
. . 2 . . 

~~LL (ln PL) +~LE (ln PLJ (ln PE)+{all-1 (lh PL) (ln PM) 

.. ~~EE (ln pEJ2 +~EM (ln pE) (ln ~M) + ~ P.MM(ln PM)2 

. ' ~-

••• 

Differentiating lnC with resPeCt to the logs of the prices. 

gives the cost share equations I 
.. 

~- =Ok' -+ {31<1< 1~-PK + ~K~· ln .PL +;B~ln PE .+ fdi<Mln PM 

••• 

(5.3) 
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••• (5. 6) 

•••• (5. 7) 

~ince the shares must sum to unity, 

••• (5.8) 

and ·the ~· s sum to zero in each column (an<i row). Irnposin~ 

the row-wise -~ constraints on the first three share equations 

gives the system, 

. SK = CXK· + ~Kl< ln ( PK ) +~KLln(~) +#KE ln (PE ) - -PM ... · PM p 
M 

•••• {5.9) 

SL .=_ftL + ~KL _ln (~ J_ + ~ LL ln (~ J + ~LE ln (PE ) -PM .· PM PM 

••• (5.10) 

• • • (5.11-J . ~~>. ~ . 

.because of the syffimetry in the • ~· s. there. are just nine inaependent_ 

pararne_~ers 1n tne Sj'Stem. Est:.imation c)£. these, in conjunction 

with the summation conoitions .on the (].• s and ~· s, will yield 
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estimates of all the coefficients of the cost function except 

. 'l'he trans log cost function permits the e:stimation of • u• 

shaped average cost curve ~~d the derivation of scale economies 
l 

for a financial institution like the LIC1. However 1 as suggested 

-by Johnston (19851 · PP• 336-37 )I a wora,. of ca~.Jtion is required. 
' . 

A basic assurn~tion -underlying the derivation of the share equa-

tions above is that n1n each o.Oservation perioc in the sample 

there has been a full and complete aojustrnent of the input-

mix to. the factor prices ruling in that pcriod,so that the 
. . .. 
rninimup-, cost level. C is achieved. This is an ii:;plausible as sump-

tion. fpr m_any production ·.processes ••••• The assumption of 

instanteneous' adjustment is likely to ·pro6uce seriously biased 

est·ima~e of the various elasticities". H0v1ever 1 in our study we 

airectly es~imat~ the cost equation (5.3) -as has been done by 

many _others. 

'It.has been almost conventional to use Cross~section data 

for most of the studies relating to bank cost. In our knowlsdge 

·there_ is no such study- on ~I -cost. using either cross~section 

or time series data. The· convention to use cross-Section study 

is mabtly for t_~ sake of ~aiding accounting variations that; may 
. --'"':.-"'---

occur overtime and to -repeat the exercise for consecutive years 

for ensuring temiporal stabilit.i of results. ours is an exercise 
. " 

based on time series data _pertaining to LICI. we have not found 

any- significant account.L"lg variat.i.on during the period considereo. 



5.4 Cost in Financial Institutions: 

·~cost 1 · should refer to economic or opport\;.nity cost 

(private ana social) of operating a firm duri.[lg a time period 
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at a given rate of output. Presence of e~ternalities which are 

difficult to quantify vitiates measurement of _•cost•. Correspondence 

between.the accounting data recorded by firms and opportunity cost 

is rare. However, for a financial institution like LICI these 

problems are less severe compared to any other industry. Production 

o= financial services involve relativ~ly few externalities (e.g. 

no srrDke pollutes the air). ~urtherm6re, since LlCI has more or 

less extensive branch offices the opportunity cost of convenience, 

trqubl~ etc. is not likely to be significant • 

. 'l'he accounting data recoroed b.t ~he LICI reflect the 

presen·t.. value of resources given up by it •s a result of the 

production of its services. salaries ·to employees, and Commission 

to agents are the major types of expenditure in the LICI. These 

are the: valid measures of opportunity cost when annual data are 

used {B~nston, 1972). Depreciation and oc~upancy expenses can 

present~ a proplem.- Depreciation .-i.s not· gener-ally considered 

as a go9c nte:asure of the decline in the .. present value from using 

or holding assets. Occupany_ exi»enses of: LICI are relqtively smalJ• . 
. . ... _ ... ,. 

While it rents in some q~arters, it also owns and·rents out a 

portiop: of its owned buildingJ!h 

· · Capital costs as generally recorded. seem to suffer from · 

meaningful ecori9inic interpret-ation •. l'o use the recorded amounts 
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as estimates of capital invested in tlle .i.lCI is liltely to over-
, 

estimate. However, the capital employed is not a very significant 

fraction of the inputs of this· institution {around 1%) and it 

seems that this fraction does not vary substantially over the 

perioa of time. so, it is net likely to vitiate our results signi

ficantly. 

Type of costs that is excluded from our consideration is 

the opportunity cost of d~ferent reserve requirenents (e.g. 

creat~6n of provision again5t payments to policy-holders etc). 

These costs are excluded because they do not vary much due to 

operations. 

· ·'Another problem for co·st stuoies is association of cost 

with output. This problen, is related to alloctiting costs an10ng 

tim= periods ana pro6.ucts - when output is proeuced in one 

perioa and the cost of production is recorded in another. For 

this reason probably most cost stuaies have uaeri annual; cross-

sectional data to reduce time period allocation problem. The 

shorter the time period, the greater the problem is likely to 

be. However, in our study- we make use o_f d&ta ep~ning over twenty 

years · (1970-71 to l9o9-90J an{.;. as auch ma~- not hampar a meanincr 

ful statistical analysis • 

. s. 5 Input & output of the LICia · 

stuciies .of .. scale. economies dif~er more with respect to the 

OL"tput used than with any other respect. One .t·Eoason for thJ.:s is 

the unique nature of the financi:al industry& financial institutions 

produce services rather t~an identifiable phyoical phoduct and it 
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is not clear how one rn!~ht measure the output of services (Fuches, 

1969). A relatec proble·m which complicates it further is how to 

aefine output for_ a multi-service institution. In the ultimate 

analysis it is the availability of oata which-has forced some 

res~archers to.use a pr~gmatic definition of output. 

For the banking. sector Benston (1968) and (Bell & Murphy, 

1966) have oefined output in terms ·of what banks co that cause 

tnem to incur operating costs. -The major output in terms of the 

nuinber of cier.osit accounts and loans pro6uced. The~e numbers are 

comJ?Uted as the average- nurilber _serviced per year.· Greenbaum 

(Greer~aum, 1967) and Powers (Pow~rs, 1969) use anc. estimate 

• real value' of cutput in their analyses of commercial banking. 

They me·asure it with the gross operating income. Its usefulness 
- -

has been questioned by Benston (1972)~ _HarvitZ (Harvitz, 1963) 

a'1d sch\:[eiger anci ;,~-cGee (scht,reiger- and ¥.1CGee, 1"961) used total· 

deposit· ,.,here as Gramley (Gramley, 1962) _uses total assets as a 

proxy for bank output. There_ is also the use of the amount of 

depoe 1 t and loan as measures of bank output (e. g. Langer i 1973 ) •. 

~gez; in a later contribution (1980) argues that since operational 

costs are primarily related to number of documents handle6 6 

- c __ everage :number of -deposits and _-!-g_~ ~counts -~r year ~uld be 
. ,,• .-:;,;:.. .. ·_ 

a better proxy for bank output. These apart there are uses of 

Divisa indeX (e,g. Hanweck and .Humphrey, 1982 and Mullineanux, 

· 1983) and the yield inaex of different earning a.Ssets (Bell et al, 

1968). 
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The c'1ef initio.r~ .:)._ :.:,he ot:n:~ut o1 tl1e commercial barlk!:> and 

. or thc.t mat·ter of any fina.'1cial in~titution contin-ues to be a 

controversial subject, bee ause of its potential importance in 

the e.f:tirnation of econoir:i,_;s o£ scale., £\lo general consensus seems 

to persist L'G£d.rdin~ the .;:p.:_.:.ropriate oefinition. 'l'his lo.ck Of 

consensus is reflecteo in a civersitf of measures of output 

en:ployed in the economies ·:Jf scale literature. 

In our present stuc.y follm-Jing Nurray ana. ,vhite (!•lurray 

C..'1C. i"ii-.;.iJce, 1983) ·~·;e assuwe 1:.:nat -c.ne t:conomic ou-c.put of a financial 

institution like LJ:CI is best ~asur~d. by the rupee Vdlu-: o£ 

earnins; assets. ThG .i..ICI outpuc ls represented by the variable 

Y3 ,; tne t.ot<J.l lcc:u""l.s plus total invest.n1ent.5. Ad.d.it.ional run 1.o1as 

. mz..c;e b_{ s;;b::-~titutin9 for Y
3

, rupee V5.lUE: of t.otul a;5~et.s (y
4

) 

as ar. al-ternative measure cf econort:ic out:;-ut. 

'I'otal costs, •c•, i.ncluae all labour. an<i real capital 

8Xpenses. lt al.so includes interest, oividend ana rent.s paid. 

Input categories are identified ·as :. labour services 

(services of employees as v.·ell as Commissioned agents), fixed 

capital ano material. A.gain, following Nurray an6 ~:JhitE! (.Hurray 

and white, 1983) a crude unit ~rice of cavital •w1 • is obtaine4 

by taking the aggregate Of major Capital ex.~:---enditure (as rel.;.O_rted 

by the LlCl) and c.ividin<, that by the rupee value of premium paid 

in each year. The Unit cost of labour •w • is a yearly rate 2 . 

obtained by dividing the yearly total salaries to employeee plus 

~early Corrmission pai~ to the ~orr~issioned agents by the total 
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number of employees anc Corrmit.sicmeu agents in a yecrro Since 

tbere .;l.s no '"ell deflned part-tiine workers we make no adjustrr.ent 

to reflect wage differences bet\..reen full-time anO. part-time 

vJorkers. 

5.6 The .!'1oael for the LICI: 

LIC is assumed to minimise the costs associated with a 

given level c~ cutput. 

m 
Min c c L 

- j=l 

st~ject to a production ccn~traint 

where, 

F (y~ , ..... I ... x~, 
J. 

X ) = 0 m 

c == ·total cost of- real cc.r.-ital, labour se1:vices, 

cieposi ts a11a shcrres; 

== "L:nit price of jth facto.t· input; 

xj = quantity of jth factor input; and 

••• 

0 •• 

yi = gu_antity of_ ith output (loans plus investments 

.:ir.C. totc.l asset;a). 

(5.12) 

{5.13) 

stuc.ies analysing the -product~~m characteristics of financial 

institutions has traditionally imposed a specific functional 

·form on F (the pro~uct transformation function) anu they wculd · 

solve for the implied rec.ucec5. form of cost equation, 
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The procuction functions t••e.Y im1-.osed on F usin~ tnis primal 

approach are, as we have already stated, very restrictive (e. g. 

the Cobb-Louglas and CES). The production functions are assumed 

to be homogeneous with a constant or unitary elasticity of substi-

tution. ~ince, in such rrcc.els returns to scale are forced to remaJ.n 

constant across all outFUt levels it may present a biased picture 

of the production/cost relationship at extreme point of the output 

range. 

The translog cost function avoias these problems by not 

forcing us to treat homogeneity ana a constant elasticity of 

substitution as maintainec hyr.JQtheses (Mu.r:-ray & i'lhit:.e, 1983 ). 

In its rr.ost general form, .the translog function proviaes a second 

order approximation to any twice differentiable function. There 

is ·no need to assume a particular production function relationship 

a priori and then impose it on the cost function. One can directly 

procee6 to a general representation of the cost function and use 

it to extract information about the true p~oduct1on function. 

The translog cost function that we use in our analysis is 

essenti~lly a Taylor series expansion in outl)Ut quantities and 

input prices, and for the two alternatives y 3 and y
4 

they can be 

written as followsa 

1. Notea see for example Bell Mu.r:-phy (l968)and Benston, (1972).· 



ln c = (f_
0 

+(Xjlny31 +~1ln w1 + ~2 ln w2 

~-~33 (ln i3)2 + ~13 (~ wl)(ln YJ-J 
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+ #23 (ln w2) (ln Y3) + ~ ~ 11 (ln wl )
2 

+ ~12 (ln wl) (ln w2) + ~ @ 22 (ln w2 )2 ••• (5.14) 

and ln c = fo + ~ ln y 4 + 1"1 (ln w1 ) + y2 (ln w2 ) 

+ ~Y44(ln y4}
2 

+"¥14 (ln w1)(ln Y4) 
- 2 

+ 1"24 (ln w2) (ln y4) + ~ Y11 (ln w1) 

+Y12(ln w1)(ln w2) + J.,ay22(ln w2)2 ••• (5.15) 

•rhe cost functions (5.14) & (6.,15) shculc be linearly homo~eneous 

in all input prices, concave in wj anc increasing in y1 and wj. 

These equations are quadratic in logerit.hms ana l.inea.r in the 

unknown paramet_ers. whict1 perrr.it us usual estimation. They can 

be reduced to some o£ the more popular restrictive technologies, 

e.g. the-Cobb-Douglas a~o CES,_ by imposing zero restriction on 

selected parameters. 

Following Penzar & Willig (Panzar & Willig, 1977) and 

Kim (Kim, 1986), a local measure of overall or aggregate scale 

economies 1 SL1 for the LICI is defined by the scale elasticity, 

1 =- • • • (5.16) 
7\.qi.-

where, MC1 
is the marginal cost with respect to the ith output 

and 'L chn c is the cost elasticity of the ith output. = 'dln . cyi yi 
This is So because 

••• (5.1 7) 
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The cost _elasticity corresponciing .tO-t~ two output measures 
- . -

(y
3
,y

4
) obtained from tha translog cost functions (5;14) and (5.15) 

can be :._expressed as 1 

(5.18) 

••• {5.19) 

. . -
If 1l_ is greate~ than one (1), the LICI will experience decreasing 

J:"eturns to scale, as costs ri·se proportionately_ more than output. _ 
I 

An 11_ value equalto- one- (1 ), in_dicates cqnstant ·returns to scale, 

and a value of less than one {1 J ind.icc:-tes increasing 'returns 

to scale. 

· 5. 7 Emperical- Results:-

-Equations ( 5.14) and {5. 15) are linear in their unknown 

parameters. and are, therefore~ - amenable to ordinary. least squares 

{OI.S) estimation. Though OLS fails ·to incorpOrate any· extra 

information which migl}t -be extracted from a restricted system 

of: cos~ _equation·· {M~ray & .white; 1983£ p. 893) we s~ill utilise 

-·it because -it provides a si~~!~ means of deriying unbiased _ 
,- ·--- --· 

-esti.mat~s_.- The parameteNstirnates of the two models and their 

re;levant statistics- are presented _in Table 5.1 ~ _ 

., 
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~quat ion R2. 

(l) (2) 

5.,l5 0.9998 

F 

(3) 

.. 
3907 

DW 

(4) 

1. 9373 

TABlE - 5.1 {Contd ... ) 

Parameter Estimate t-value 

. (5) 
-
fo 
f4 

yl 

'{2 

'Ill 

"12 

y14 

y22 

y24 

y44 
-

(6) (7) 

---------------------------------
-208.88 

19 .. 251 

-14.604 

-27.149 

-1 • 8530 

.05574 

o. 6469 

-2.2646 

1. 425~ 

-0.6408 

-0.9858 

1. 0064 

-0.6746 

-1.2044 

1r ** 
-1.8974 

.04976 

O. 6S50 

** 
-2.4855 

1. 3 714* *** 
-1.386lllf** 

*Significant at l%1 **significant at ~/o; ***Significant at 1QYo; and ****Significant at 2~/o. 
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:The- table shows -that a1:1 estimated rel-ationships-_ yield 

' 2 
high degree of association, R being o. 9996 and_ o. 9998 respec-

tively~ Their calculated F~statistics ·are also significant at· 1 

per cent levelc A goooness C?f fit is seen for both the equations 

unc1er' study. ·~hey also pa:Ss the Durbin-watson I d 1 statistics and 

as such the null h.{!)Qthesis of_ no autocorrelation can be rejected. 

lo'l.'l ·significant levels. of -some_ estimated _parameters (as -seen 
. -

from 1 t• values) are . probably mainly due to_ the px-esence of multi-
- ' . 

colline~ity" (thcugh- not __ !>erfect) among· the arguments. This is 

often encountered in the estimation of--translog function owing 

t<? the: inc;orp()ration of each argument· both in linear- and squared 

forms;.· s9me pioneering_ st~ci.ies in _this fiela have argued in favour 

of this reason1
• _ 

' _ , Now,- follO'I'ling Benston-; et: al (1982) \-.re may put the 
. - . -

geometric means of y 3 , y 4 , w1 ~d_ w2 _-~n equations (5.18) and 

(S.l9)~ and Cterive the sc_ale economies _with respect to y3 and Y4 
over -the whOle period of.- analysis._ The_ geometric means of relevant 

variables -are- stlbwn:_m-Table ~~-2. 

l. -On this point ple-ase see }1ulliOeauX . (l 963) and Benston- et al 

(1982 ). 
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' '.· 5.2 
. . 

Geometric Me.an of the Variables 

_r 

variable G.M. --
Y'3 7961.9562 

'Y'4 6571.1228 

:wl O.e00626 

w· 2 0.00102 

'By using (5.16) arid (5~19) we have estimated the scale 

· el"astic_ities with respect to each output of equations (5.14) ana 

(5.15) at the geometric meanse These are shown below& 

Eguation 

. (5.14) 

: (5.15) 

TABLE 5.3 

scale . Economies 

'Tl..cy~ . 

0.5403 

~cy4. 

-0•5185-

. . 

·.·.:Table. 5.3_ shows .. the exis'femce of scale economies/diseconomies 
. . 

with :·r~~pect to y3 and y 4 • The values of the scale elasticities 
. - " --·: - .,, . 

are -se~n to be o.S403. in ,equatio~ · (5.14Y and 0.5185 ~n ·equation 

.. (5.15) .' They imply that the proportionate escaiations of -.total 
. . 

.. -costs az-e respectivelY· 54.03 and 51.85 .per cents of _propOrtiona~e 
~ -- : - - - • ,.. - • • > • 

in_crease _in- tl:ie LICI output y3 __ .and y 4 in· the respective equations. 
- • f • - ' - • • ' - • ' 

Thus o,;er the years the. L.IC.I prc;>duced an overal.l scale ·efficiency. -. : 
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-Using -equ~tions_- (5.18_) and (5.19) we have also estimated 

- the scale ·elasticities- at cifferent output levels over the years 

anc present these _in Table- 5. 4. 

TABIE - 5.4 

-scale_ Elasticities over the years 

Year -1'lcy3~ . 'Ley 4 

. 1971 o. 5940-- . -0.1883 
,. 

1972 o. 6417- OG1754 

1973 ·. 0.5514 .Oel368 

1974 0.1476 0.0480 

1975 0.4540. 0.3303 

1976 o. 6251·' 0~ 4,059 

1977 0.3889 0.33'60 

1978 0.6223 o. 4619 

1979 o. 9817 0.6755 

1980 0.8266 -o.6o23 

1981 0.8126-- 0.6088 

1982. -0.7391: . .0.6107-

1983 . -0 4169-- . . 0.5588 

1984 0.6113 0.6717 
- -... -.. _-

1985 1.1227- o-.8660 
', 

1986 -. 1~0445·~ 0'.8746 

1987 1.0273 -o.a998 
--

1988 < ' 1.0~09_. . ;-o:. 9441 '-

198_9' .1._3113 1.0967 : 

1990 '" 

0 • .7385 o.e113 . <-

'·' 
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The Table 5.4 gives evidence of the presence of scale 

economies throughout the period from 1971 to 1984 in equations 

5Q14 and 5.15 respectively with respect to y 3 , (loans + investments) 

and y 4, {total assets). But the measures of scale elast~city 

becorr.e more than unity since 1965 (with the exception of 1990} 

in equation 5.14 and an increasing '7l is O.iscernable since . Ley 4 

1985 in equation 5.15 anci. are thus inclicative of its scale-

diseconomies with respect to y 3 and a tencency towards scale dis

economies with respect to y 4 (which actually sho\vS C.iseconomies 

in 1989).- ~..Yhile in the case of equation 5.14 the range of scale 

elasticity is 0.1476-1.3113, in the c2se of equation 5.15 this 

range is 0.048Q-1.0967. It, thus, seems that substantial scale 

eccnomies in t~rrns of y
3 

as well as in terms of y 4 occurred till 

1985 and from then on a cost increasing ten6.ency is perceptible. 

This exercise, ti1us incicates that operating .:_:conornies 

tended to decrease as the activity oi tne LICI grew. This result 

conforms with the results we obtained in Sectione 5.1 and 5.2 on 

the basis of some ccnventionally used critical ratios to understand 

the performance of branches of the LICI. Another ·point. which needs· 

to be exa~ined but we have not, is the question cf scope economies. 

Of late, the ___ LICI hc:.s embar~d. on some multi-product business, 

(sUch as • HFL' for housing finance loans, • LIC-1"1F • for mutual fund 

business and 'LIC International (EC) • for procuring business -in 

the gulf-countries) the impact of which neeos to be analysed along 

with scale economies. However, on-the basis of our exercise we may 
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stat.e th~t.' at .least with· z:~g_arcif! to loans -and investments 

total as~ets. (y4_) ·there ~lsts .9r6und ·for economising in future 

years. ~other. point that needs to be stressed is .. that, we could 
' . . 

not work: out the outcones of sorre _other definitions of outputs 
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. (other than y3 . and y 4 ) cmo therefore, 6o not know the sensitivity 

of the elasticities with res:pect to· those other alternative defini

tiOI1s. This, we must· adm:!t, is one of 'Che limitations of our. present 

exercise'. 

-~ l 

- -~·-' 


